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SSMA
The Scale Ship Modelers Association of North America, Incorporated (SSMA) is a not for profit organization as filed in the State of
Delaware. SSMA was founded in 1988 to promote scale ship modeling. We assist our members and club affiliates by sharing ship
building information, cooperatively providing liability insurance, providing assistance in organizing and publicity for regional and national regattas, and by representing their needs to the modeling industry.
Individual Membership
As an individual member of the SSMA you are entitled to receive a quarterly newsletter and an official SSMA patch. Cost of membership is $20.00 per year. Contact the Membership Director, Ken Griffin. You will find a membership application in included with this
issue— please pass it along to a club member or friend. DO NOT SEND MEMBERSHIPS TO JOURNAL EDITOR.
Club Membership
Membership in the SSMA is open to all radio control scale model boat clubs (electric, steam, and sail) residing in the North American
Continent and related possessions. Each club is entitled to receive a Charter, the quarterly newsletter, and Regatta Handbook.
SSMA Newsletter
The SSMA Newsletter is a quarterly newsletter. Articles, projects, pictures, info. etc. can be submitted to the Newsletter Editor by
emailing: SSMAJournal@aol.com. Articles should be submitted, either by email in Microsoft Word, or Text format. Photographs
should be submitted separately and at the highest resolution possible. If you have questions about submitting pictures, you can
email me as we may be able to assist you. Submissions are encouraged from any author, member or not.
DATES TO REMEMBER
August 15th —August Twilight Fun Run - Sunday, August 15th from 6 pm - 9 pm at the Saint Francis University pond in Fort
Wayne, IN.

August 21st—Marine Modelers Club of New England will be celebrating it's 20th anniversary this year with a gala regatta to be held
on Sat., Aug. 21st 2010, 10 am. to 4 pm at Choate Pond in Medway, MA. For more info contact Mike Fioretti at
firstofficer@marinemodelers.org

If you have an event you would like listed here, please email the dates and information to: SSMAJournal@aol.com
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THE BUILDER’S CORNER
The Mississippi Bend Model Boaters sent in an array of photos taken at the variety of events which they host
And/or attend each year. This page dedicated to them.

Fred Lorschneider with his 1/24 scale
Caito Bros. Trawler.

Above/Right:
George Turnquist displays his
model of La Sphinx built in 1/50
Scale with a lot of detail and working lights.

Left:
USS San Francisco
CA-38 New Orleans
Class Heavy Cruiser
Built By Michael Blaser
The model has a smoke
generator, sound system and working signal
lamps. This Model won
first place at the Toledo
WEAK Signals Show in
2009 because of its’
amazing detail.

The Linda Sue built by Gary Slack and has a
steam engine and boiler for power with a
force feed pump to keep the boiler full.

This 1954 36’ Chris Craft Commander was built by
Dave Wendel and features plank-on-frame construction.

This Model built by Richard
Klatt represents the type of
boat which tourists commonly charter for private
fishing expeditions in the
Gulf of Mexico.
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THE BUILDER’S CORNER—Continued

Built by Andy Ferkovich of the
Michigan Scale Model Boat
Club.
Scratch built by Ed Knight of the Burnaby Association
of Marine Modelers in B.C.

Photo by Jay Trombley.

Schooner built by
Todd Reifer of the
Indianapolis
Admirals Model Boat
Club.

Cascade Tug Built by Karl Kuttruff of the Michigan Scale Model Boat
Club.

Police Boat complete with
flashing lights and siren built
by Doug Grinyer of the Confederation Marine Modelers.

Right:
Andris Golts of the Confederation Marine Modelers
beautiful Fishing Boat
Model was completed in a
span of three months.

Wendigo built by
Scott Black of the Indianapolis Admirals
Model Boat Club on its’
maiden voyage. He is
still going to add a
crew to his new model.
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THE BUILDER’S CORNER—Continued
Confederacy built by Don Leyman of the
Ship Modeler’s Association.

Send submissions for The
Builder’s Corner to:
SSMAJournal@aol.com
Please include your name
and club affiliation.

Below:
Chaperon built by Kurt Van
Dahm of the North Shore
Deadeyes Club is now complete and very impressive.

Millenium Falcon built by Doug Tolbert of the
Ship Modeler’s Association.

ST Canute built by John Fryant. Really nice
job on the detail.

Kalie B with
Barge in tow,
built by Bernie
Marie built by
of the Three
Mike Banks of the
Rivers Scale
Model Boat Club. Three Rivers Scale
Model Boat Club.

Point Bridge
Prince De Neufchatel built by David Nanberg of the
North Shore Deadeyes. This was his first
project and it is being donated to the Chicago Maritime Society.

Built by Dave
Okamura of the
Ship Modeler’s
Association.
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IN CASE YOU ARE INTERESTED…….
JAPANESE CRUISERS OF THE PACIFIC WAR—By Eric Lacrois and Linton Wells II
1997, by Naval Institute Press, Annapolis, Maryland - ISBN 0-87021-311-3

Review By Andy Paris
I have been thinking for a few years that I would like to build a Japanese World War
II warship. However, accurate information was hard to find. As a long time reader of WARSHIP INTERNATIONAL, they offered this book on Japanese Cruisers. The book’s title is a
somewhat misleading because it covers the entire history of Japanese Cruiser construction
starting at the beginning of this century.
This 882 page book is a must read for anyone interested in the inner workings and
thinking of the Japanese Navy’s high command from the beginning of this century thru the
end of World War II. Even though this book is a history of the cruisers the Japanese navy
built and deployed the reader can easily trace the need for other warships
Contained in the thirteen chapters is the Treaty and Pre-treaty cruiser, the concept
of the scout cruisers, the prewar modernization of the “A CLASS” cruisers, and finally projected cruisers.
This book contains hundreds of pictures and drawings of every cruiser the Japanese
navy ever built or contemplated. It also provides the operational history and final disposition
of all of those ships. The appendices include the organization of the Japanese Navy and all
the technical data necessary to understand why these ships were built.
For the model maker the text contains complete hull lines, deck layouts, and weapon detail. Since all modifications to these
vessels is shown in detail the model maker can build to a particular era. I would consider this book a ‘must have’ for anyone attempting to build any Japanese cruisers.
Jeff Littlefield of the Indianapolis Admirals Boat Club
showed what a collision with water at high speeds did
to the bow of his SV27.

MORAN TUG AT WORK
Pictures by Brad Lucas of the Three Rivers Scale Model Boat Club during his
recent cruise.

From Anchor Bay Boat Works
Basic fittings set for steam powered ‘city’ and ‘state’ class Tugs of the Great Lakes
Towing Co. These fittings can also be used on many other Great Lakes River & Harbor Tugs as the fittings are all of a similar pattern. The fittings are based on actual
dimensions taken from the Tugs ‘Fairport’ and ‘Reiss’.
Cabin Kit: $ 149.00
Fittings: $ 65.00
These products can be purchased at:
www.loyalhannadockyard.com—
or email: lhdockyard@aol.com
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Building the OTW British “S” Class Submarine - Part II
By Ken Griffin
Continuing from last issue—here is part 2 of 3 of the article.
Well it is starting time at the shipyard and it is time once again to work on the “S” class.
We will begin by placing the escape hatches and torpedo loading hatch on top of the upper pressure hull. You should have all the openings in the casement open by this time. I used a Sharpie to
mark their locations. There will be some sanding to shape the bottom of these hatches to fit the
curve of the hull, then glue in place with Gap filling CA.
Next it was time to install the photo etched brass hatches and
Kingston valves into and on the upper pressure hull. The Admiral
had left the shipyard so it was ok to cut and grind again. The areas were marked on the hull where each goes.
Kingston Valves (dark
area) and photo etched
brass hatches

Photo Etched Brass Hatch
Installed at Stern

Torpedo Loading Hatch

Engine Room Escape Hatch

There are hatches on the bottom of the lower pressure hull to install if you
choose to do so and one hatch on the rear of the upper pressure hull to
install. I then cut out the holes in the bottom of the lower pressure hull to
allow water to pass into the boat. These holes on the saddle tanks were
marked, however the holes in the keel were not.
While I had the hull upside down, it was a good time to start planning and installing
the brass alloy “A” frame and cut out the holes for the prop shafts.
After sanding the part line of the bottom of the hull, the “A” frame was temporally
held in place with masking tape and several measurement were taken to make sure
that this was in the center of the hull.

The “A” frame should set square on the hull and all the surfaces of the frame should make good contact with the hull.
After taking several measurements and double checking them, it was time for the 30 minute epoxy. I also
drilled 2 countersunk holes in mine and attached it with 2 flathead 2-56 stainless steel screws with stainless
steel self locking nuts inside the hull. I just liked the security of the frames being attached this way, but to
each his own. Once the epoxy had set for 24 hours I used a piece of 4mm stainless steel rod and placed it into
the shaft opening towards the bow just so the shaft touches the hull. More measurements were taken and it
was right on the money. I then started to cut out the slots for the support bearing for each shaft. I did not
want a big opening but just enough that the support bearing would just pass through the hull. I allowed about
half of the support bearing to exit the hull while the other half was inside. Again I took more measurements to
see if all was equal on both sides. At that point I used Gap Filling CA glue to tack the support bearings in
place. Once this had set I got out the 30 minute epoxy and glued in place. Not wanting these to move after 24 hours I then covered
each support bearing with a fiberglass filler and let set. To dress up the bottom of the hull I had some styrene tubing from another
project that I thought I would make into flaring for the shafts and bearings. After carefully using my old Dremel jig saw
(and I mean old 30 + years) I cut the tubing down the middle. With a little sanding and shaping it worked out just fine.
Drop Skeg and Rudder
The next thing was to install the drop skeg rudder and rear dive plane. You will need to find the center of the drop skeg and mark it. I then positioned it on the bottom of the hull so that the rear of
skeg where the rudder fits in just clears the lower hull. This alignment will be important as to have
the rudder perfectly on the center line of the sub, so make sure you take good measurements. As you
can see from the next photo you will need to drill two holes in the drop skeg, these will be your attaching point to the hull.
Continued on Page 8
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Building the OTW British “S” Class Submarine—Part II
Continued from Page 7

Drop Skeg and Rudder

Drop Skeg and Rudder Installed

Figure 8

Figure 9

Inside of hull showing drop skeg attachments – down
arrows indicate drop skeg attachment screws – up
arrow indicates “A” frame attachment screws
Figure 10

In Figure 8 you will notice that there is a small gray dimple located on the side of the drop skeg, this is the location of the shaft for
the rear dive planes. However, if you want the center of the dive planes to be on the center line of the props then you will need to
move this location up about 5 or so mm. otherwise the center line of the dive planes will be just below the center line of the prop.
It was time to make some linkage. The CD that was supplied from OTW shows linkage for the rudder (figures 8 and 9).
Since I used the OTW dive module my linkage to the dive planes is different than what the CD shows. For reference the dive module
was the same as the ones used in the OTW’s Type VIIc. I made a linkage for the rear dive plane using brass flat stock and a 1/8
inch dia. collar. See figure 12. This configuration allowed me to move the rear dive planes ¾ of an inch in either direction. You will
need to drill a hole in the front of the drop skeg to access the set screw to hold the linkage in place. The rudder has full travel in
both direction and limited only by the rear dive planes. While working on the stern you will be making tubular guards for the dive
planes and props see figure 11 and 12. I chose to use 3/32 inch dia. brass rod for these and used the one set of drawings to get the
general shape of these guards. I think at this stage the rear dive planes should be moved up about 5mm so that the center of the
prop and the center of the dive planes are in alignment.

Location of Tubular Guards
Figure 11

Rear Dive Plane Linkage & Rudder Linkage
Figure 12

Dive Plane Guards— Obstruction Wire and Prop
Guards
Figure 13

Rear Dive Plane guards
To finish up the stern you will need to install the rear plane guards to the upper pressure hull. They just set
slightly above the parting line of the upper and lower hull. See figures 13 & 14, this completed the rear. Once I
had determined the proper location of the guards and the boat was level, I used my laser level to make sure the
guards were level with the boat. I would suggest that you find the center of the guard and install some pins to
help hold in place then glue with 30 min. epoxy. After letting the epoxy set for 24 hours I then used auto body
filler to make a nice flow from the hull to the guard. WOW!! Someone should talk to the shipyard about housekeeping and cleanliness.

Figure 14

Continued on Page 9
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Building the OTW British “S” Class Submarine—Part II
Continued from Page 8
Installing the Dive Module
As I stated before I used the OTW Dive module and it was the same as the one used in the Type
VIIc that Bob makes. So some disassembly work was required on my Type VIIc to get the dive module for mock up. When installing the OTW dive module you will want to make sure that the ballast
chamber is near the center of the boat usually, under the tower. It was now time to get out the
level as the module must set level in the boat. Once I had the stand and boat level I made my templates for the dive module cradles. I again used my contour gauge to get the shape of the inside of
the hull. With the props and shafts installed as well as the battery it was time to see if all my efforts
of getting things level paid off. I made the dive module cradles out of styrene sheet that was 0.236
thick, maybe this is overkill, but it works. Once I determined where I wanted the rear cradle to set, I
then set the first one in place, making sure that both were level in the boat, again checking to make
sure the boat was still level. They were tacked glued with Gap Filling CA glue and once it had set I
again used 30 min. epoxy to hold then in place. Then after 24 hours I finished the cradles with fiberglass auto body filler for strength.
Rear Dive Module Cradle Figure 16

Forward Dive Module Cradle
Figure 15

Figure 15 shows an opening above the keel for the battery that will allow me to move the battery forward
if need be for trimming the boat later. After the fiberglass had set, it was time to see if all the work I had
done stayed where I wanted it to stay. Then the dive module was placed in the hull.
Rear of Dive Module
Looking Forward
Figure 17

The next step was to make
Rear of Dive Module
up a platform to hold the
With U-Joints attached to Shaft &
Velcro in place to hold Module
linkage from the rudder and
Figure 18
rear dive planes as the length
of the rods would cause
them to bend during movement. I made the support from styrene sheet and glued it together with CA glue. Once I took the measurements for the two legs, they were cut to fit and set inside the hull to make sure all was level. I then took a
piece of brass flat stock and set up brass tubing as the support, marked it and soldered it in place. Then I
drilled three holes for 2-56 stainless steel screws I glued the nuts under the support and then put another
brace on the back side. This platform was tacked glued with Gap Filling CA and then 30 minute epoxy was use
to hold it in place, it will not move and just for good measure some fiberglass auto body filler was used for strength. Of course depending on what type of dive module you use will determine how you set this linkage up.
Support for Rudder
& Dive Plane
Linkage
Figure 19

Installing the casement to the upper pressure hull
I marked and drilled extra flood holes in the upper pressure hull under the casement to
allow water to fill the hull. All these holes are hidden under the casement.
Now will come the fun part, you get to install the upper pressure hull to the lower and
hold it in place with masking tape and attach the casement to it with tape. At this point
you will want to make some “L” brackets and bulkheads that will fit inside of the casement. I installed three,
one at the front, one in the middle and one near the rear. These can be hidden from view under the casement.
I used some brass flat stock and styrene to make the “L” brackets and bulkheads. After I determined the best
location for the bulkheads, so they could not be seen they were fitted to the inside of the casement. The brass “L” brackets were
attached to the bulkheads with 2-56 stainless steel screws. The “L” brackets were tapped for these screws.
Once I was satisfied with the fit of the bulkheads and “L” brackets inside the casement and the casement was still setting on the upper pressure hull, holes were drilled in the upper pressure hull and again I used 2-56 stainless steel screws to hold them together.
Installing the deck to the casement
Next it was time to install the photo etched deck so I got out the 30 minute epoxy, white vinegar, masking tape and the duct tape.
If you did all your fitting of the deck before and the forward torpedo bulkhead is glued in place you can now fit the cable well and
trough using 30 min. epoxy. Or you can do as I did, I epoxyed the trough and well and deck all in one operation. It worked out fine.
Because the bow tapers down to hold the trough in place you will need duct tape to hold this. About the time the epoxy starts to set
wipe off the surface with white vinegar this will allow you to drill all the holes you have to drill later.
Continued on Page 10
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Building the OTW British “S” Class Submarine—Part II
Continued from Page 9
Make sure to start from the bow and work towards the stern, just as you did when you laid it out
to cut out the holes in the top of the casement and forward bow section. Once that is done then
work your way down the casement until all the deck is installed. Again just about the time the
epoxy starts to set wipe off with white vinegar.
What I did was to remove a piece of tape at a time and wipe off the
excess epoxy then replace it. Once that was done. I let it set overnight before removing the tape. Any excess epoxy can then be wiped
off or sanded very lightly to remove it. I then installed the exhaust off
of the side of the casement; these are glued to the upper pressure
hull and not glued to the casement, just clear of the casement.

Exhaust Ports (Note: This picture was
taken before the decks were installed)
Figure 21

Deck Glued in Place
Figure 20

The next step was to finish off the deck and side of the
casement and forward hulls. Bob suggested using thin
sheets of styrene and place it on top of the deck then
filling with auto body filler. I just used body filler and
took my time and didn’t use the plastic as suggested.
Your almost finished. It was now time to place the forward gun stanchions and railings on the deck. I used the
same degree of angle as the stanchions on the “Band
Stand” gun platform of the tower.
At this point it is was time to choose the colors; these
subs had many different color schemes, from blacks,
grays, blues and even greens. I have searched the internet and to date have not found any color pictures of the
“S” class submarines.

Painting
Filler Applied to Casement and Deck to
Before doing any exterior painting, I once again cleaned the hull with 91% alcohol, and
Make an Even Surface
then cleaned it with a quality wax and grease remover. I then used a rust stop primer
Figure 22
in a spray can both inside and out to cover and seal the fiberglass. After I determined
what colors I wanted on the boat, I took my trusty color samples to my local auto paint
store and he was able to match the colors. I used DuPont’s Chroma Base Paint. It was easy to mix at a 1:1 ratio and covered well.
You can recoat almost as soon as you finish the first coat. Because this was a base coat, you will need to put a semi-gloss or gloss
or dull coat over it.
The submarine I modeled was the HMS Stubborn. The last items that were installed were the Vertical Loop Aerial and Jumping wire
from bow to stern and the British Naval Flag. The proper christening will take place after trimming the boat.
Trimming the boat
Due to the cold weather here in Northwest Indiana, the trimming of the boat will have to wait until we no longer need Ice Breakers
to cut us a path. A follow up article will be written when I trim and ballast the boat.
Conclusion
As with the other OTW kits that I have built this kit has been a joy to build and is easy, from the time I started it at the beginning of
December, 2009 I and finished it on January
20, 2010. Many thanks for a great kit. One
other thing to note about the kit, you will find
that you have a lot o photo etched brass
hatches and washers left when the kit is nearing completion. The washers according to Bob
were to put around the holes on the sub. I
chose to install them, but this is purely optional. As with all kits or models there are
more than one way to do things and if you
have a better idea then go for it.
Reference

Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, CD’s from OTW Design (some of the figures were courtesy of Bob Dimmack of OTW others figures were the authors), Figures 7, 13, 14
and 15 of Part 1 were courtesy of Darrin Hataway, Snyder and Short Enterprises, suppliers of Royal Navy WWII Ship Color Charts

Notable suppliers, vendors, etc..

OTW Designs, Inc, 5 Albany Street, Loughborough, United Kingdom LE11 5NB, Precisions Scale Model Engineering, 33 Harding St., Milford, MA 01757-2215, Phone 508478-3148, Loyalhanna Dockyard, 7527 Gilbert Rd, Bergen, NY 14416, Phone 585-494-0027, Float-a-Boat, 48c Wantirna Road, Ringwood Victoria, Australia 3134
Sheerline Model Submarines, Anchor House, Acle Rd, Moulton St Mary, Norwich, Norfolk, NR13 3AP (supplied battery), Local Ace Hardware store or local hardware store
Local Jo Ann’s store or local craft store, Micro- Mark The Small Tool Specialists, 340 Snyder Ave, Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922, Phone 888-263-7076, Snyder and Short Enterprises, PMB 224, 9175 Kiefer Blvd, Sacramento, CA 95826, Phone 916-368-2610, G & G Hobbies, Inc, 106 E Main St, Griffith, IN 46319, Phone 219-924-6686, Micro Fasteners 24 Cokes bury Rd, Suite 2, Lebanon, NJ 08833, Phone 800-892-6917 or 908-236-8120

Conclusion of article in Fall Issue of the SSMA Journal
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TWO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CLUBS MAKE BIG SPLASH AT AMA EXPO

By Warren Spielmann
Maritime Modelers from the Los Angeles area and Inland Nautical Society from Riverside, California joined together to
show off their craftsmanship at the AMA EXPO in Ontario, California, January 12, 13 and 14, 2010. The AMA provides a
portable pool that is approximately 50 by 60 feet and about 2 feet deep. The pool is deep enough to show off submarines and big enough to run some of the larger boats. The boats provide a pleasant diversion from the vendors who are
pushing their wares as well as giving the attendees an opportunity to see some fine craftsmanship and the aeronautical
buffs have a chance to see models that don’t crash!
These two clubs are the primary exhibitors of boats at the EXPO and because they have the most boats they win most
of the awards. Static judging is awarded in three categories, Work Boat, Military and Pleasure. The clubs are sister clubs
and share events throughout the year. The relationship between the clubs and the AMA and its predecessor is over a
span of 10 to 15 years. Members can’t remember when it started. The clubs also provide special boats that they allow
kids to run. One problem at the show is that space is at a premium. The area to display and run the boats is crowded
but then again this allows the members to enjoy each others company.

Bill Hathaway 2nd Place in Workboat Category with
his expertly weathered Tug ‘Raccoon’.

Tony Gaeta placed 3rd in Work Boats with the Joseph D.

Bill Hathaway was busy this year.
Here is his Nautilus from 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea. Says he used
20,000 Rivets!

Gene Sauter took 2nd Place in Pleasure with the Angelica.
Continued on Page 12
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TWO SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CLUBS MAKE BIG SPLASH AT AMA EXPO
Conclusion
Continued from Page 11

Warren Spielmann’s Viking Boat is still under
construction, but a beautiful scratch build.
He has six servos operating the oars.

African Queen built by Ed Bair took 1st place in the Workboat Category. Not sure
what is more weathered, the boat or Bogart and Hepburn.

Here is a Landing Craft depositing a Tank onto the beach.

Ed Bair took 1st Place in Military with his LCDP.
Gene Sauter did a really nice job on the Tractor Tug. He spent
2 -1/2 years building the boat now weighing 107 lbs.
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Notes on the 1:48th Scale Model of the R.V Esperance, Converted ATF
By Mark Fitch
th

On the 16 of August 2009 I traveled down from Delaware with a dear friend to participate in the Task
Force 50 Lake Redman Regatta in York Pennsylvania. At the time I did not realize that not only would I
get to see some of the best examples of the ship modelers art but would also get to meet one of the
best groups of truly nice people I have ever had the pleasure of meeting.
It turned out to be a day of great conversation, learning and sheer delight as people went from the
serious concentration of preparation and navigation of ship models over a devilishly laid out course of
buoys islands and icebergs etc. To the fun banter of a bunch of folk having a great day.
This navigation competition was something I have seen a few years before and was looking forward to
trying it out. I tend to build more than I run so it was exciting to have a challenge on the water that
was put together by folk who knew what they were doing. What I was not aware of was that this was
all part of a competition being rated with a serious score card and rewarded with prizes and plaques. I
have never entered a model boat contest before; therefore you can understand my astonishment when
greeted with a formal awards ceremony where my live steam yacht “Golden” received the following
accolades: Captains award, Gordon Hurlbrink modeler’s choice award 1st place steering for steam and
the Master Mariners award for combined static and steering scores.
Among the prizes was the grand prize, a fiberglass hull of an ATF (Army Tug Fleet) kindly donated by
the Loyalhanna Dockyard from their Hartman model line, listed as follows:
U.S. NAVY 205’ FLEET TUG – WW II - 51 ¾ ” X 9 ½ “ - 1/48 – SCALE Navajo Class Fleet Ocean Tug boat
This hull was enormous and posed a transportation challenge in my friend’s car and as I drove I was thinking how much fun it was
going to be to see my wife’s face when she thought I had spent a bunch of money on yet another boat!!
Like a lot of modelers of ships and boats, I love the little tough tug hulls so I was “tickled pink” to have a building challenge.
A lot of research was done and I had decided that a lot of models had been made of this type in their original appearance and also of
the US Coast Guard versions; in fact I was much exited to see a superb rendition of a USCG version used as the header picture on
the SSM web page. It was very intimidating though; as the model was built with the kind of skills I do not yet have and was executed
flawlessly!
I therefore decided to sit down with the Loyalhanna plan set and set to work as if I had just bought an old ATF for modern conversion to a deep see research vessel. As this was representing a conversion I chose to retain some of the interesting elements of the
original design such as the gun bays and main derrick structure etc. The Hull was very well made with flawless gel coat and a generous thickness of glass to give a rigid, smooth hull.
My first job was to layout the bumper rails, hull elements such as hull piercing for anchor and hawser openings etc and get a deck
laid. I chose to allow the deck to be accessed through three main openings, the obvious one where the main upper works fit on the
hull, a small area at the stern where the gantry is so maintenance of the rudder and steering servo can be done, the third is The last
third of the deck over the motor stuffing box and couplings, this removable deck is made so it slots in place and is discreetly screwed
down as access should be a rare occasion, with luck!
I am a “wood Guy” and have resisted working with plastics, however I decided to try out Styrene on this project, I am now officially
hooked, it is light and easily cut and manipulated, it even sands and carves well as long as you do not get it too hot.
For conversion, she needed some main elements; a rear gantry for raising and lowering heavy sub surface vehicles such as submarines etc, Modern life saving gear, medium size cranes for smaller equipment deployment, communication equipment and heavy
winch systems (similar to those used when she would have been a tug).
The running gear was that recommended by the Hartman group, when running she hums along with no vibration or noise, running
with two 12v gel cells that give nice ballast and long running time.
She was tested out in the special model boat pond put together by the ship modeler and Museum volunteer Bill Mason at the recent
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum’s model boat show in St Michaels MD.
(You should watch out for that one next year, it was a great event, the shots of the model, R.V Esperance were taken at this event)
The ship ballasted well, I used the little bar weights found in “strap on” exercise weights (the kind you strap onto your wrist or ankle
for rehab etc. Nice compact and an easy
fit in a
hull.

Continued on Page 14
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Notes on the 1:48th Scale Model of the R.V Esperance, Converted ATF
By Mark Fitch

Continued From Page 13
The running gear as recommended is very over powering, the poor vessel ran like a PT boat and needs serious reduction gear if you
do not want to watch the throttle with extreme care. (Editor’s Note: The running gear is sized to allow sufficient power for towing
and pushing duties). As rigged right now I guess she could tow a full size skipjack with no problem.
Here are some build notes that may help the casual modeler who is not hot on extreme accuracy: The anchor winch was made from
left over brass gears and an old micro electric motor, they are perfect scale for a lot of the auxiliary motors found on deck. I put it
together to look as close to the real thing as possible using a good coat of paint to hide the hodgepodge of parts! The mini sub’s hull
was made from an old Pedometer, the shape was perfect, I gutted the insides and added lights, camera and other auxiliary equipment you would need for remote sub ops. The sub sits on a railing the length of the hull and is hooked up to the main towing winch.
The two yellow cranes were purchased as resin kits from a company in the UK. I shall not provide the name as I was very disappointed with the craftsmanship, the castings were extremely poor, with missing details and large bubbles etc, if I had cast the parts I
would have QA rejected them. However by making these two up, I learned a lot regarding construction technique and made the red
crane (different design) from scratch out of styrene, the round base is cut from the bottom of a pharmacy medicine container!
The boat has a lot of home made decals using special paper that runs on a regular ink jet printer and include all the normal industrial
signage such as fuel cut off and no smoking etc, as well as a whole bunch of sponsor logos such as you would find on a research
vessel that relies on sponsorship and contract work to pay her way. The anchors were made as castings from a mold I made from
silicone of a commercial model fitting. As were the life raft canisters (milliput original).
The davits were scratch made using styrene and old brass parts that just plain looked right. The ship has a full set of working nav
lights as well as deck and cabin lighting.
I did learn all about speed controllers and what happens when you get the wiring hooked up wrong, they make a great smoke screen
with a very pretty blue flame!! (Not recommended). The crest on the funnel is my family coat of arms and our motto is “Hope” or
Esperance in French, I thought it made an appropriate name for a deep sea research vessel!!
I must get back to her now as she is not finished and I have got to have her all ship shape for the folks at this years “Task Force 50”
Lake Redman Regatta in August. I want them to see how much I appreciate the wonderful hull they challenged me with!
And lastly a big thank you to Loyalhanna for the hull donation and support of Task Force 50’s team that put together such great
event.
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The Huron Brave
By David Amstutz, Chattanooga Model Boat Club
A plan for a Great Lakes freighter was ordered way back in 1990 from A J Fisher. Having been raised 30 miles south of Lake Erie, I
have always been interested in Great Lakes boats and in my youth I spent many weekends on a Lyman runabout outside of East
Harbor on the shores of Lake Erie. The 1/4” to the foot scale didn't deter me from ordering the plan. Building something of this size
was another matter. And so the plan remained on the shelf for years. Retirement brought about a renewed interest in building this
model and while I was doing some research on freighters (Lumber Hookers) I learned that Loyalhanna Dockyard planned on producing a fiberglass hull of this very boat. Once I received hull #2 from their mold and saw what a fine job they had done, I knew it
would be a challenge to maintain their standards. The first thing was to install the motor, shaft and rudder and display the hull at
our local boat club meeting in January 2009.

Next up was transferring the deck plans to 1/8”
plywood and cutting these pieces to shape. These
were glued in place with epoxy glue.

Each piece was carefully sanded to fit in the groove
molded into the hull. Once the sub decks were in
place it was time to make sure access was available
for the mechanics and electronics.
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SUBRON8—ROCHESTER, NY SubCommittee Local Club
Spends an afternoon at Loyalhanna Dockyard By Don Osler
On June 27th the SubRon8 gang spent a very enjoyable afternoon with Don and Renee Spielberger of Loyalhanna Dockyard fame and their wonder
dog Boomer. Don is a recent member of the Subcommittee and the SubRon8 gang, but he has been an avid modeler for many years and is a wealth
of knowledge of all things related to the hobby. Specifically he is an expert at building molds and laying up fiberglass hulls, which is what he
showed us today.
The day started with a picnic lunch featuring a submarine sandwich platter and chips. Hey, what else would a group of sub guys eat for lunch???
After lunch we all entered Don’s fiberglass shop to get a real lesson on the art of making fiberglass hulls. This place is air conditioned and heated
as needed to maintain the temperature at the correct level year round for working with fiberglass. It also allows Don and Renee to stay happily
married as the polyester odors never get into the house.

Don started the session by pulling some recently laid up hulls from their molds and showing us how he mixes and applies the gel coat and the mold
release to the mold. The mold release he uses is an alcohol based
material that he mixes with water so he can spray it into a mold. The secret here is to spray
light coats as this stuff will run if you try to apply too much at one time. After applying each
coat he uses a hair dryer to speed up the drying process so he can apply the next coat. After
applying three coats on the mold he is ready for the gel coat or fiberglass application. Don
prefers to use Polyester resin rather than epoxy when laying up hulls. Not all hulls need gel
coat, but when they do Don applies multiple coats to ensure that he gets a quality finish. Don
says that creating quality hulls isn’t rocket science but I know it takes a lot of practice to be
able to get these results.

Here Don is showing us how he lays in the precut fiberglass mat
into the mold and then begins to wet out the fiberglass. Don has
created patterns for his kits so that he gets
consistent and efficient use of his fiberglass mat or cloth. This
particular hull is going to the a new home in
Indianapolis very shortly.

Note the handy roller he uses here to get those pesky bubbles out after
completely wetting out the fiberglass. The handy tool shown to the right
allowed Don to get rid of every bubble, including a few that I thought he
would not be able to get out. The picture on the far right shows the finished job. Note the bar code label he installs in every hull so the customer knows that he / she is getting an authentic Loyalhanna hull. Believe me Don makes all this look easy, but it takes a lot of patience and
skill to get the fiberglass to look this good when you are done.
Lately Don has acquired the Staubitz, Hartman, Taubman and Ron
Burchette plans and molds and is very busy getting these great hulls
back on the market.
Don does excellent fiberglass work and he is always willing to work with customers to create new molds and hulls for those submarines or boats
that are not currently available.
Take a look at http://loyalhannadockyard.com/ to see the extensive list of items Loyalhanna has to offer or to contact Don directly to get those
dream boats turned into reality.
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Ok, that’s different. A Model Boat Storage
Unit and Transporter owned by Dave
McCreary of the Indianapolis Admirals Model
Boat Club. He even has a tool/repair kit at
the bottom.

A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE

Doug Grinyer and Bob Farrant of the Confederation Marine Modelers
Boat Club decided to take a break from the small stuff and hitch a
ride on the real thing. (Welland Canal)

Mike Banks of the Three Rivers Scale Model Boat
Club debuted his new “Floating Dock” which was a
big hit and worked well for their event.

Very Interesting side-by-side: Dumas Chris Craft triple cockpit model
running with a 1:1 (real) Chris Craft 18 foot cobra at the dock behind
it. Taken May 20, 2010 in Indianapolis, IN at an Admirals demonstration. John Louk sent me this, and it is impressive.

This is a running site in the back yard
of a member of the Confederation
Marine Modelers Club. Your humble
Editor has been to this site and it is
really beautiful and impressive. They
hold their regattas here and yes, the
pond has an Island, and a bridge to
get over to the Island. What a great
running spot, eh?
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ARTICLE FROM THE ‘BROADSIDE’ NEWSLETTER
OF THE ST. LOUIS ADMIRALS R/C BOAT CLUB
“Disaster in the Gulf”
You may have heard the news in the last two days about the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig which caught fire, burned for two days,
then sank in 5,000 ft of water in the Gulf of Mexico. There are still 11 men missing, and they are not expected to be found. The rig
belongs to Transocean, the world’s biggest offshore drilling contractor. The rig was originally contracted through the year 2013 to BP
and was working on BP’s Macondo exploration well when the fire broke out. The rig costs about $500,000 per day to contract. The
full drilling spread, with helicopters and support vessels and other services, will cost closer to $1,000,000 per day to operate in the
course of drilling for oil and gas. The rig cost about $350,000,000 to build in 2001 and would cost at least double that to replace
today. The rig represents the cutting edge of drilling technology. It is a floating rig, capable of working in up to 10,000 ft water
depth. The rig is not moored; It does not use anchors because it would be too costly and too heavy to suspend this mooring load
from the floating structure. Rather, a triply-redundant computer system uses satellite positioning to control powerful thrusters that
keep the rig on station within a few feet of its intended location, at all times. This is called Dynamic Positioning. The rig had
apparently just finished cementing a steel casing in place at depths exceeding 18,000 ft. The next operation was to suspend the well
so that the rig could move to its next drilling location, the idea being that a rig would return to this well later in order to complete the
work necessary to bring the well into production. It is thought that somehow formation fluids – oil /gas – got into the well bore and
were undetected until it was too late to take action. With a floating drilling rig setup, because it moves with the waves, currents, and
winds, all of the main pressure control equipment sits on the seabed – the uppermost unmoving point in the well. This pressure
control equipment – the Blowout Preventers, or ‘BOP’s” as
they’re called, are controlled with redundant systems from
the rig. In the event of a serious emergency, there are multiple Panic Buttons to hit, and even fail-safe Dead-man
systems that should be automatically engaged when something of this proportion breaks out. None of them were
apparently activated, suggesting that the blowout was
especially swift to escalate at the surface. The flames were
visible up to about 35 miles away. Not the glow – the flames.
They were 200 –300 ft high. All of this will be investigated
and it will be some months before all of the particulars are
known. For now, it is enough to say that this marvel of modern technology, which had been operating with an excellent
safety record, has burned up and sunk taking souls with it.
The well still is apparently flowing oil, which is appearing at
the surface as a slick. They have been working with remotely
operated vehicles, or ROV’s which are essentially tethered
miniature submarines with manipulator arms and other equipment that can perform work underwater while the operator sits on a
vessel. These are what were used to explore the Titanic, among other things. Every floating rig has one on board and they are in
constant use.
In this case, they are deploying ROV’s from dedicated service vessels. They have been trying to close the well by using a specialized
port on the BOP’s and a pumping arrangement on their ROV’s. They have been unsuccessful so far.
Specialized pollution control vessels have been scrambled to start working the spill, skimming the oil up. In the coming weeks they
will move in at least one other rig to drill a fresh well that will intersect the blowing one at its pay zone. They will use technology that
is capable of drilling from a floating rig, over 3 miles
deep to an exact specific point in the earth – with a
target radius of just a few feet plus or minus. Once
they intersect their target, a heavy fluid will be
pumped that exceeds the formation’s pressure, thus
causing the flow to cease and rendering the well safe
at last. It will take at least a couple of months to get
this done, bringing all available technology to bear. It
will be an ecological disaster if the well flows all of the
while; optimistically, it could bridge off down hole.
It’s a sad day when something like this happens to
any rig, but even more so when it happens to something on the cutting edge of our capabilities.
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LOYALHANNA DOCKYARD
TAUBMAN PLANS
STAUBITZ OF BUFFALO/DOCKYARD MOLDINGS
HARTMAN MODEL BOATS
THE DROMEDARY
NEW ‘RON BURCHETT HULLS’
Receive our FREE NEWSLETTER: E-Mail Renee@Loyalhannadockyard.com and put ‘NEWSLETTER’ in the subject line.

VISIT US ON THE WEB:
www.loyalhannadockyard.com
www.thedromedary.com
www.taubmansonline.com
www.hartmanmodelboats.com
www.staubitzofbuffalo.com

CATALOGS
Loyalhanna Dockyard 2-Volume Catalog – Over
750 Pages – Packed with Technical Information to Assist you in Projects of all Types & Varieties. $ 49.00 +
$ 5.00 S & H
Taubman Plans Catalog – Over 500 Pages – Approx.
10,000 Individual Plans Listed. Updated with Several
New Product Lines Never Before Available to the Public.
$ 24.00 + $ 3.00 S & H
Hartman Model Boats Catalog – Beautifully Illustrated Color Catalog of some of the finest Fiberglass
Hulls plus additional products. $ 12.00 + $ 3.00 S & H

7527 GILBERT ROAD – BERGEN, NY 14416
(585) 494-0027 TEL. (585) 494-1369 FAX
E-MAIL: LHDockyard@aol.com
FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION OR SPECIFIC PRODUCT QUESTIONS YOU CAN EMAIL DON @: Don@Loyalhannadockyard.com
EVENING & WEEKEND CALLS WELCOME
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Visit them on the web at: www.maidenvoyagebooksellers.com

TAUBMAN PLANS SERVICE

SSMA WEB SITE
Visit the SSMA on the web at:
www.ssmana.org

The largest collection of model boat
plans available. We are adding new
plans daily and re-issuing older plans
that have not been available for several
years. Please visit us at:
www.taubmansonline.com
Or call: (585) 494-0027
evening & weekend calls

We have updated the site and are doing a lot of new
things, check it out. Also, renew your membership online
or check to see when your membership is due.

welcomed
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Semper Servii - "Always Serving" ‐ 1944 and into the Future
COMANCHE
Former USN ATA 202 and USCG WMEC 202

COMANCHE is a 66 year old ocean‐going tug, one of the largest tugs on the Puget Sound at 143 feet and the only operational historic medium
endurance Coast Guard Cutters on the west coast. It was donated to the specially formed COMANCHE 202 FOUNDATION in October, 2008 after
being in commercial service out of Tacoma from 1990 to 2007.
COMANCHE is fully staffed by volunteers, some of whom served on her in the U. S. Coast Guard between 1959 and 1980. COMANCHE has been
funded mostly by individual donations.
COMANCHE is still very much a restoration in progress. Much of her equipment, including engines, are vintage World War II era and her file
cabinets contain records, logs, manuals and blue prints covering most of her nautical career. Volunteers range from teenagers to retired military
personnel including enlisted and even Admirals! Volunteers are welcomed, no experience is necessary.
On board dock side tours will include the immense working deck (fantail) and towing equipment, galley and mess deck, berthing areas for crew
and officers staterooms, heads (restrooms), radio and chart room, bridge, and wheel house, engine room and even inside the smoke‐stack
(funnel.) Tours are free and are lead by experienced volunteers, including former Coast Guard crewmen, but donation$ are not refused! No
handicap facilities for boarding, however. All visitors must sign a release and come aboard at their own risk by permission of qualified
crewmembers.
Though the U. S. Navy built 89 such tugs during World War II, only two were
utilized by the Coast Guard from 1959 to 1980. Comanches’ sister Cutter, the
Modoc, is today a multi‐million dollar refitted private luxury yacht in Gig
Harbor, WA. October of 2009, the two cruised together for the
50th Anniversary of the Coast Guard acquiring them.
COMANCHE is a member of the Coast Guard Tug Association and The Historic
Naval Ships Association and the International Retired Tugs Association. She has
been called a "National treasure" by the Navy and a "floating museum" by the
Coast Guard.
403 Garfield Street South, Tacoma, Washington 98444

SSMA WORD FIND PUZZLE
Each Issue we have a puzzle with a different theme. Find each name as it is listed. Good Luck. Note: Words in Parenthesis are not in Puzzle. SUBJECT: FAMOUS MARITIME MUSEUMS AROUND THE GLOBE
Note: Words may be found in any direction: forward, backward, downward, upward, diagonally & diagonally upward.
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WORD FIND

Hudson river (maritime museum)
San Francisco (maritime museum)
Michigan (maritime museum)
Great lakes (shipwreck museum)
Columbia river (maritime museum)
Tamkang (university maritime mus)
Lisbon (maritime museum)
Custom house (maritime museum)
Vancouver (maritime museum)
Massachusetts (maritime museum)
Door county (maritime museum)
Bermuda (maritime museum)
Hampton roads (naval museum)
Greenwich (maritime museum)

If you would like to advertise in the SSMA Journal—Contact Renee by E-Mailing to: SSMAJournal@aol.com
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From the National Director:

Greetings, shipmates! It’s already late July as I write this. I have been National Director for most of a year. With the
help of my fellow directors, I think we saved SSMA from near extinction. Renee’s Journals are entertaining and informative. Gary, in the litigious 21st century, your stewardship of our insurance make it possible for our member clubs to
operate. If Ken knew what he was getting into, we might not have been able to recruit him. However, our membership management is now converted to a very powerful membership management software designed specifically for organizations like ours. I think we’re back to a comfortable level of business, and its time to focus on reinventing this
organization. Unfortunately, it will not be my vision. It’s time for me to hand over the Conn.
My good friend Bill Vanderslice has also requested I find a replacement as Treasurer. Bill has served SSMA as treasurer
for nearly the life of the organization. He recruited me to the organization many years ago, an act that I have since
forgiven him for. I know there is one among us who will step forward as his relief.
Any member in good standing may serve as a board member, including National Director. According to our By-Laws, a
list of Board candidates will be published in the October edition of the Journal. For the positions of National Director
and Treasurer, please submit to me your nominations as soon as possible, but no later than September 15. I will continue to serve SSMA as webmaster, should the board elect to retain me. I believe in the SSMA and it has been my
pleasure to serve.

Bruce Thomas
SSMA National Director

If you would like to advertise in the SSMA Journal—Contact Renee by E-Mailing to: SSMAJournal@aol.com

